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Abstract

A long duration space mission could potentially present unique and emergent medical scenarios requir-
ing prompt intervention by a crew member. It is important for mission planners to consider the possibility
of medical emergencies occurring, and the subsequent selection of crew to include a pre-determined set
of skills. METHODS: A review was made of current selection criteria and prerequisites for medical
practitioners deploying to remote and extreme environments, predominantly as solo practitioners. Both
military and civilian roles were included. RESULTS: Differences were noted in skills requirements for
deploying medical personnel amongst the multiple organisations included in the review. Differing levels
of preparatory training were also noted, which did not always correlate with the type of environment in
which the practitioner was to operate. The most commonly identified desired skill set included the ability
to competently manage an acutely unwell patient with minimal support. Primary care and basic surgical
skills were also frequently identified as useful skillsets, however the degree to which a practitioner was
expected to perform involved surgical procedures was usually quite minimal. Reliability of telemedicine
and the availability of timely aeromedical evacuation were both significant contributors to the selection
criteria. CONCLUSION: There is no current medical or speciality training profile that has been identified
to be suitable for all extreme environment medicine scenarios. The ideal medical background and training
for a doctor working in extreme environments is difficult to specify with regards to an existing training
program or course. Consideration will need to be given to the need for crew inclusion of a medical profes-
sional versus a trained non-medical professional when planning space flight missions. Currently, military
deployments, Antarctic/Arctic expeditions and space analogues provide enough similarities to a real space
flight environment from which parallels can be drawn for future mission preparations.
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